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Abstract. It is shown that, if a solution of the Weyl equation in some Riemann space
is asymptotically smooth and describes a neutrino field with causal behaviour, than the
order of the radiation term in the corresponding energy-momentum tensor predominates
asymptotically the orders of the other terms.

1. Introduction

Usually, in General Relativity matter is described phenomenologically
or by singularities. In contrast to this, a rigorous microphysical field-
theory of matter must be based on a generalization of relativistic quantum
mechanics, which first establishes matter in curved space-time on the
same theoretical level as electrodynamics. In doing so, direct analogies
to the well known electrodynamic fields are to be expected in case of
the quantum mechanical zero rest-mass field of neutrinos described by
the generally covariant Weyl theory (Section 2). Recently some topics of
this theory of the gravitational interaction of neutrinos were discussed by
Griffiths and Newing [1—3], Wainwright [4], Trim [5], Audretsch and
Graf [6]. The direct physical significance of the theory results from
the important role which neutrinos play, interacting with strong gravi-
tational fields in some processes of stellar evolution and cosmology.

Continuing the investigations cited above, our main purpose in this
paper is to study the asymptotic behaviour of the neutrino energy-
momentum tensor Taβ in curved space-time with the sole aid of
generally covariant assumptions about the nature of the Weyl field. In
particular, we want to show that these Weyl fields (in analogy to certain
gravitational and electromagnetic fields) behave asymptotically like
neutrino radiation.

For gravitational fields, radiation is defined by the Petrov type N
of the conformal tensor CΛβyδ (comp. [7]), whereas for the remaining
physical fields, radiation is characterised by the Plebanski type [4N]2

(comp. [8]) of the energy-momentum tensor T"β. Especially in the case

* Dedicated to Prof. Dr. Helmut Hόnl on the occasion of his retirement.
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of the neutrino radiation field, Tα/* is composed out of the null 4-current
f* of the probability density according to1 T*β ~fjβ. It will be shown
that the assumptions made below lead to a geodesic /-congruence.
Therefore we can parametrize this congruence affinely, introducing the
corresponding tangent vector /c'α(fc'α~/) and complete fe'α(x) to a null
frame field fc'α, n'α, m'α, m'α, which is parallelly propagated along the
/-streamlines. The decomposition of T*β with respect to this null frame
field becomes2

Our problem then is to prove that moving along the /-lines, τί is asymp-
totically of greater order in the affine parameter than the other τt.

A possible starting point of our calculations could be the work of
Penrose [9], who pointed out that under certain conditions the zero
rest-mass fields itselves show an asymptotic peelίng-off behaviour of
the principal null directions. For the conformal tensor CΛβyδ and the
Maxwell energy-momentum tensor (which is composed algebraically
out of the field tensor 3) this immediately implies the asymptotic passage
to the Petrov and Plebanski type N respectively4. However, for the
Weyl field φA9 being a spinor of rank one, the peeling-off property reduces
to a statement about the order of the field in infinity. On the other hand,
all τn in (1.1) are composed out of contractions of derivatives of φA

with vectors of the null frame (comp. (2.5)). Hence, in this case, no
direct conclusion about the behaviour of T"β can be drawn from the
peeling-off property or from the asymptotic order of the field.

Therefore, instead of refering to the results of Penrose, we use the
concept of asymptotic smoothness of φA (Section 5). Further assumptions
concerning the metric are not necessary! However, it is a general property
of non-second quantised quantum mechanics that additional conditions
are necessary to exclude un-physical fields (comp. the idea of the "Dirac
sea"). In this respect we restrict ourselves to the very general local
condition of causality leading to an energy property (Section 3), which
implies a very simple form of the decomposition (1.1) of T*β (Section 4).
The asymptotic smoothness then immediately allows the intended
statement about the asymptotic behaviour ot the components of T*β

(Section 6).
1 ~ is the sign of proportionality.
2 : = is the sign of definition. M(Λβ} : = i(Mα/? + Mβg), M[α/?] : = %(MΛβ - Mβg). (same rule

for spinor indices). Re and Im denote the real and imaginary part of a complex quantity.
3 β

4 Using other assumptions, this is deduced previously for the conformal tensor by
Bondi etal. [10], Sachs [11], Newman and Penrose [12]. For the coupled Einstein-
Maxwell field it is shown by Kozarzewski [13], compare also Jordan etal. [14].
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2. Interaction of Neutrinos with the Gravitational Field

In the framework of General Relativity the gravitational behaviour
of neutrinos is determined by the gravitational field equation, for
instance the Einstein equation

RΛβ-$R(ftβ=-TΛβ

9 (2.1)

and by the generally covariant Weyl equation in the 4-dim. Riemann
space. In the 2-spinor calculus5, the latter is given by (comp. [15, 16]):

0 or φA

llAέ = 0. (2.2 a, b)

In the following, not only the metric g^ but also the Weyl field φA

will be treated as unquantised (i.e. classical) fields according to quantum
mechanics before the second quantisation. This is justified because,
with regard to our problem, we are not interested in the weak interaction
or in the creation and annihilation of neutrinos by gravitons.

The physical behaviour of the neutrino field is described by the null
4-current f of the probability density

ja+-*φAφB, (2.3)

with
/||a = 0, /jβ = 0, (2.4)

and the energy-momentum tensor T"β (an irrelevant factor is neglected)

(2 5)

with
= 0, T[βΛ = 0, Tε

ε = 0, TΛpfj
β = Q. (2.6a-d)

The analogue of/ is the energy flow 4- vector pa. It depends on the
4- velocity u"(uεuε =4-1) of the measuring observer:

(2.7)

5 Signature of gΛβ: ( ---- (-). Partial and covariant derivatives are denoted |α and(|α
respectively (same rule for spinor indices). The generalised Pauli matrices σ*Aέ are implicitly
defined by

2<Vί ff,Mc:=ί.,.ίS, (<^% = 0.

The spinor equivalent W^BG.'" of the tensor W"e".'.'.' is given by

-

with the inversion

We abbreviate W^BG ^Wlβ. Further details concerning the 2-spinor calculus in Riemann
space can be found for instance in [15, 17-19].
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Then the probability density W(u) and the energy density E(u\ as
measured by the observer wα, are given by

W(u): = jεuε, E(u): = pεuε. (2.8 a, b)

Similarely pεNε is the energy flux per unit time across a unit 2-surface
with the normal N*(NεNε = — 1) which is situated in the observer's
instantaneous rest space (Nεuε = 0). jεNε represents the corresponding
particle flux.

These interpretations are generally valid for any field. For the Weyl
field (as for all other quantum mechanical fields), they can be illustrated
additionally regarding the structure (2.3) and (2.5) off and Taβ. In order
to do so, we reintroduce with the aid of the tetrad-notation the standard
Pauli matrices (comp. [16]), taking u* as the time-like tetrad vector. We
then obtain for example in (2.8 b) the 3-density of the quantum mechanical
expectation value of the energy, as built with the Hamilton operator
in the well known manner. In this way, the probability interpretation
of quantum mechanics enters the general theory of measurement in
curved space-time.

3. Causality

It is well known, that the Weyl as well as the Dirac equation admit
solutions with negative energy. Therefore, to exclude negative energies,
in the first quantised Dirac theory in flat space-time the concept of
the "Dirac sea" is used, which represents a global (!) restriction (con-
cerning the integral value of the energy on a space-like hypersurface).
On the contrary we will restrict ourselves to an energy condition, which
is only local and means that the presence (that is the non-vanishing)
and the sign of the energy E(u) is independent of the oberver's velocity
iΛ In order to explain that this represents a selfevident physical restric-
tion, we will derive it from the local causality condition, which is at the
very basis of relativity theory. (The following is valid for every energy-
momentum tensor T*β.)

Causality. The maximum speed of any energy flow is the velocity
of light. In other words, for any observer ι/α (uεuε = -f 1, u* future-pointing)
we have, comp. (2.7),

pε(u)pε(u)^0. (3.1)

By (3.1) it is not explicitly excluded that pα(u) vanishes for certain
or all observers and also that for the same T*β some p*(u) are future-
pointing and others past-pointing. The contents of the following theorem
is that causality implicitly prevents both, which among other things
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means, that causality includes Wainwright's weak energy condition
E2 [4] (comp. the energy condition in [3]).

Energy property : If at a point P
α) TΛβ*Qand
β) Taβ satisfies the causality condition (3.1), then one and only one of

the following relations is valid for all observers u* in P:

β>$ or T«βuaUβ<$. (3.2)

Proof. There are only the following two possibilities:
A) Every pa(u) is equal to zero or for all wα parallel to one certain

direction A*(AεA, ^ 0).
B) There exist at least two non-vanishing pa(u) which are not parallel

to each other, say p*: = T"βuβ and pα:= T*βύβ.
Case A: T"β satisfies

T"uΛ = c(u)Aβ (3.3)

for all u* (c(u) not necessarily Φ 0). Contraction with Bβ defined by
AεB

ε : = 1 gives
c(u)=T**uΛBβ, (3.4)

so that (3.3) may be rewritten as
(TΛf>-TΛBBεA

β)uΛ = Q. (3.5)

Because of (3.5) being valid for all u* we have

T*β = T™B^ an(j Q = Tlaβ] = ̂  p^fl ? QJ^ ty

and therefore
A* - Bε T

εα and Ύ^ - A*Aβ . (3.7 a, b)

Finally, (3.2) follows from (3.7b) together with α).
CaseB: We perform the proof by contradiction and assume, with

α), β) and B) satisfied, that there may exist an ua with

p*:=T*βuβ = Q (3.8)

Using ΰa defined by

ΐi* :=u*- (2uEuB) u* , uεΰε = 1 , (3.9 a, b)

we form pa:= Taβΰβ, which becomes according to (3.8) and (3.9 a)

pα=-(2Mβδ f i)pαΦθ, ύεuε>0. (3.10a,b)

Thus ψ is antiparallel to pa. Therefore and because of B) we can choose
under βα, p* and pa two non-parallel vectors which ly in resp. on opposite
light cones, say for instance pa and p*(p£p£ < 0) It is always possible to
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combine p* and pa with positive factors α>0,b>0 to a space-like
vector6

rα :=αpα + fcpα, r εr ε<0, (3.11 a, b)

which may be written in view of the general definition of all p*(u)

r« = T«t Uβ, Uβ:= dΰβ + bύβ (3.12a, b)

with UεUε>0. Therefore the 4-velocity (U*UJΓ1U* implies the space-
like energy flow (L^l/J"1^ in contradiction to (3.1). We thus have
p*(u) Φ 0 for all UΛ. If some pot(u) would be future- and other past-pointing,
we could choose because of B) two non-parallel pa(u) which ly in resp.
on different light cones. This represents a contradiction to (3.1), as shown
above, and completes the proof of (3.2).

4. Decomposition of Taβ

We restrict ourselves to Weyl solutions with an energy-momentum
tensor Taβ satisfying the causality condition (3.1) (causal Weyl solution).
In order to decompose Taβ according to (1.1), we adapt a null frame to
f. To avoid restrictions we first introduce a new spinor κA which is
proportional to φA

φA = φκA, φ complex, (4.1)

and complete it by μA to a basis in spin space:

κAμ
A=+l, £AB = KAVB-VAKB- (4.2 a, b)

Then the vectors fcα, nα, mα, mα of the corresponding null frame are given by

fcV-^%0, n^^μ^β, πf^κAμβ, m*^κAμB. (4.3 a-d)

Their scalar products vanish with the exception of

kεn
ε=+l, mεmε=-l. (4.4a, b)

6 In order to prove (3. 1 1), for example if /f and pα are both time-like, we take (p : = (pεpεY
2,

Then the following consequence of the signature of the metric

leads to (3.lib). The other cases can be easily treated in a similar way.
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A null frame k\, n\, m\, πι\ is parallelly propagated7 along the /-congru-
ence if

ΦJ : = ^ι|εfe'ε = 0 , (rfj = 0 , (nfj = 0 (4.5 a-c)

and therefore

(κΆΪ : = *Ά\\Bόx'B*9έ = 0 , (μΆΪ = 0 . (4.6a, b)

The most general transformation of κA and μA which preserves (4.1)
and (4.2) may be written

1 1A. _i _i±L
κA^κA:=R2e2κA9 μA^μA:=R2e 2(μA-RTκA), (4.7 a, b)

with arbitrary jR(x)>0, S(x) real and T(x) complex. The corresponding
null rotation fcα->fc*, rcα-»ftj, mα->mα, wα-»mα is:

Λ. = Λ" 1 fe*, (4.8 a)

ma = e-isma + f/c*, (4.8 b)

«β = Rwβ + jRΓβ-ίSmβ + Λfe<sinβ + lϊTffc*. (4.8 c)

Because of the energy property (3.2), a theorem of Wainwright [4]
can be immediately applied to causal Weyl fields leading with (4.1)
and (4.3) to a very simple

Decomposition of Tα/ϊ : For all causal Weyl solutions the j* -congruence is
geodesic and shearfree (σ = 0) and there exists a special ( !) null frame
(determined up to scale R and phase S in (4.5)) with respect to which the
corresponding T*β takes the form

T«β = Ak«kβ -4ΦΦω [m(atmβ) + fc( V}] , (4.9)

with
A : = 4Im(ΦΦ,χ + ΦΦy) , ω : = Imρ , (4.10a, b)

Bκc , y.= KA\\BέμAμBμc - (4.n a, b)
According to (4.4) the decomposition (4.9) with (4.10) and (4.11) is

characterised by

T**kΛkβ = 0 , T**njnβ = 0 , TΛβmΛmβ = 0 , (4. 12 a-c)

which shows by (4.8) (as mentioned in the theorem) that the special null
frame leading to (4.9) is only determined up to an ^-^-transformation
(Γ = 0). That is, (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) are especially valid for a null
frame constructed after (4.3) out of a parallelly propagated κ'A with
(4.6 a) and the corresponding μA

=l. (4.13)

7 Parallel propagation is indicated by a dash.

22 Commun. math. Phys., Vol. 21
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Hereby Φ must be replaced by Φ' with

Φ9:=φAμ
A, <^ = ΦXi. (4.14a,b)

Accordingly /c'α<->κ^κ^ is a tangent vector of the /-congruence which
corresponds to a parametrisation with an affine parameter r

(4.15).

In referring to this frame, ω in (4.9) obtains the physical meaning of the
twist of the /-streamlines in the sense of ray-optics (comp. [7, 20]).

5. Asymptotic Smoothness of φA

We obtain the asymptotic behaviour of the components τn of Taβ

in (1.1) as a direct consequence of the asymptotic properties of φA

without any further explicit requestions concerning metrical quantities.
For this purpose we assume

Asymptotic smoothness* : φA with

φA = Φ'(r)κ'A9 (κ^ = 0 (5.1 a, b)

(r parametrizing affinely the corresponding geodesic /-congruence
according to (4.15)) is asymptotically smooth, if for r-»oo9

) with N^O (5.2 a)

and further the derivations of Φ'(r) with respect to any along the /-
congruence parallelly propagated null frame (4.3) satisfy:

(φJ:=φ^εk'ε = 0(r-N-ί), (5.2 b)

Φ]8n'e = 0(r-N). (5.2c)

It follows from (4.6) and (4.7 b) that every function T which establishes
the connexion between two parallelly propagated null frames, is of the
order one in r. Therefore in consequence of (5.2 b) and (5.2 c) we have in
view of (4.8b, c) for all these null frames.

Φj εRem' ε - O(r~N) , ΦjεRem'ε - 0(r~N) . (5.3 a, b)

8 Compare the corresponding definitions in [12, 21] and especially in [9].
9 Landau's order symbols represent statements about limiting processes:

A(r, x) = O(B(r, x)) for r-»oo is defined by

lim <d(x) with — =0.
dr
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To obtain a physical interpretation of the requestion (5.2), we introduce
an observer w'α with

(tt' T:=w'β||β

k'β==0> (5 4)

and a special parallelly propagated null frame which enables the following
decomposition of w'α

w'α = ~7χr V* + (u'Ekl) ri* , (rc'αy = 0 (5.5 a, b)

This taken together with (2.8 a) shows that |Φ'|2 (neglecting a factor
u'εkl which is independent of r and can be removed by changing the
affine parameter) represents the probability density W(ιΐ)\

|ΦΊ2=-~, (u'εkl)' = V. (5.6a,b)

Therefore by (5.2 a) incoming radiation is excluded. The analogous
interpretations of (5.2 b) and (5.2 c) are less physically intuitive.

6. Asymptotic Behaviour

In order to determine the asymptotic behaviour of the remaining
optical parameters Θ (expansion) and ω (twist), we contract the Weyl
equation (2.2 b) with κ'έ and obtain with (4.2b), (4.11 a) and (4.14b)
because of (4.6 a):

ρφ\ ρ— _(0 + iω). (6.1)

Then the asymptotic smoothness (5.2 b) leads to

e-Oίr-1), (6.2)
which implies

ω = 0(r~ί), Θ = 0(r-1}. (6.3 a, b)

(6.3b) indicates once more outgoing radiation.
We take advantage of the causality condition (3.1) in starting from

the special form (4.6) of T"β obtained with respect to κ\, μA and Φ' of
(4.13) and (4.14). However, the asymptotic behaviour is defined with
respect to a parallelly propagated null frame k\ = kα, n\, nΐ^ m\ with (4.6).
Therefore we perform in (4.9) a null rotation (4.8) with

R=ί, S=l, T=*μAμ'A (6.4a-c)
and obtain

T = ' ' ' / J ) ( *
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with
'ε|T2| + Φ'Φ'7)-8Φ'Φ'ω|T|2, (6.6a)

τ2 = τ4= -4Φ'Φ'ω , τ5 = - lόΦ'Φ'ωT (6.6 b, c)

and Fε defined by _
F ε :=Φ'Φj ε . (6.6 d)

The orders of the τn for r->oo follow with (5.2), (5.3) and (6.3 a):

Tl = 0(r-2N) + 0(r-2jV |T|) + 0(r-2N-1|T|2) + 0(r-2]V7), (6.7 a)

T2 = T4 = 0(r-2W-1), τ5 = 0(r-2N-1Γ). (6.7b,c)

To give T! a uniform order, we introduce

E(r, x): = max

r~2N

(6.8)

By (6.8) E(r, x) is defined pointwise as the maximum value of the functions
and (6.7 a) takes the form

τ, = 0(E). (6.9)

Finally a straightforward calculation (distinguish e.g. the cases
T= 1, |T| < 1 and |T| > 1) leads for r > 1 independently of T(x) to

(6.10a)

(6.1Gb)

which means that the order of the radiation term τί in (6.5) exceeds
asymptotically for r->oo the orders of the other terms at least by a
factor r.

Asymptotic behaviour10: If a solution φA of the Weyl equation in
some (!) Riemann space is

α) causal (in the sense of Section 3)
β) asymptotically smooth (in the sense of Section 5)

we may parametrize the corresponding geodesic f-congruence affinely
with r, and decompose its energy-momentum tensor T*β according to (1.1)

10 Following the lines of our calculation, it can be easily shown that the same behaviour
is also valid for asymptotically smooth solutions φA of the coupled Weyl-Einstein system
(2.1) and (2.2) (or for a vacuum metric), which only satisfy Txβuauβή=Q for all wα instead
of (3.2), and furthermore Φ = 0(r~N~2) in addition to (5.2).

In particular, with the Sachs equation [20] ρ = ρ2 + σσ + RΛβfjβ which describes the
propagation of the optical scalars of null geodesies, one obtains σ = 0(r~1). This enables
the treatment of the new term 4Im(Φ'ΦVT2) k\k\ + Re(zΦ'Φ'σm>y + 8Re(iΦ'Φ'σf^αmy
in the corresponding decomposition (comp. [4]) of Taβ.
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dx* -
with respect to a null frame ka = —— ~/5 nα, mα, nf which is parallely

propagated along the j"-congruence. Then asymptotically for r-»oo, the
order of the pure radiation term τί = T*βnanβ predominates over the
orders of the other terms τ{ at least by a factor r (radiation behaviour).

The author wishes to thank Prof. H. Dehnen for stimulating discussions.
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